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ABSTRACT: Increasing usability of internet and modern growth of information technology changing the fields of activity 

in modern days. Large number of people and organization would be required to interact more frequently with computer 

systems.  The text documents are pre-processed; Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) are used to 

rank the document. In text mining the existing classification methods, the documents representing the traditional vector 

space model. A term graph model to represent not only the content of a document and also the relationship among 

keywords. Traditional text classification methods utilize term frequency (tf) and inverse document frequency (idf) as the 

main for information retrieval. High performance is applied in text classification using term weighting. TFIDF is one of 

the popular methods but it is not using the information retrieval. In this paper improved the supervised weighting in the 

TFIDF model and it also important to assume the low frequency terms. But using this TFIDF method, no need to 

concentrate the high frequency terms. So generate to consider the higher weights to the rare terms frequently. In this 

paper, compare a model for text document by combining the strengths of vector space model and frequently co-occurring 

terms together. Finally term graph model results are compared. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In data mining text mining is one of the most important research areas in recent years. The rapid growth of evolution of 

technology the text documents usage can also increased. Such as, web pages, office documents and e-mails etc. Text mining can be 
automatically extracting information from different textual resources. It is multidisciplinary field, involving information retrieval, text 
analysis, and information extraction, clustering visualization, database technology, machine learning and data mining. The important aim of 
the text mining is to improve the textual database. All the paper publications and higher number of possible words and phrase types in the 
language, subtle and complex relationships between concepts in text. Information extraction is the task of automatically extracting 

structured information from unstructured and semi structured machine readable documents. Text mining is automatically extracting 
information from different textual resources. The goal of text mining is to discover previously unknown information. The challenges that 
arise due to unstructured text are large textual database. All publications are also in electronic form. Very high number of possible word 
and phrase types in the language, Complex and subtle relationships between concepts in text. A lot of research has been done to improve 
the quality of text representation and to develop high quality classifiers. Most of the machine learning methods as treats the text documents 
as bag of words. Information extraction (IE) is the task of automatically extracting structured information from unstructured and/or semi-
structured machine-readable documents. This activity concerns processing human language texts by means of natural language texts by 
means of natural language processing. The overall goal is to create a more easily machine readable text to process the sentences.  Text 
classification is an important part of text mining. Current research 

of text classification aims to improve the quality of text representation and develop high quality classifiers. 
Basically Text Mining tools can be divided into two parts that is Text analysis tools, Web Searching Tools. The text analysis 

tools are divided into four the document can be extracted using feature extraction, categorization, summarization, clustering. The clustering 
can be identified Hierarchical and binary relational clustering.  Web searching tools can be analysed using Text Search Engine, net 
Question solution, web Crawler. Text classification process includes collection of data documents, data pre-processing, indexing, term 
weighing methods, classification algorithms and measure. Machine learning techniques have been actively explored for text classification. 
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Text classification have many challenges for inductive learning methods since there can be millions of word features. The resulting 
classifiers have many advantages. The text can be easy to update and easy to construct and it depend only on information that  is the people 
to provide and it can be customized to specific categories of individual interest. Using precision and recall can be used to analyze and to 
find the trade off values. 

Text classification deals with the problem of automatically assigning single or multiple category (or class) labels to a new text 

document based after learning from a set of training documents with correct category labels. Most existing text classification methods (and 
text mining methods at large) adopt the approach of transforming the text mining problem into traditional machine learning problem. 
Usually, the conversion of a text document into a relational tuple is performed using the popular vector-space model. Intuitively, the 
document is parsed, cleaned and stemmed, in order to obtain a list of terms with corresponding frequencies. Then a corresponding vector 
can be constructed to represent the document. Therefore, a collection of documents can be represented by a term-by-frequency matrix, 
which can be subsequently interpreted as a relational table. However, the vector space model only allows preserving fundamental features 
of the document. Although a few alternative weighting schemes other than term frequency have been proposed, one common weakness is 
that they don‟t take into consideration the associations among terms. Recent studies have revealed that association among terms could 

provide rich semantics of the documents and serve as the basis of a number of text mining tasks [9]. However, the approach proposed in [9] 
discards the vector space model and uses frequently co-occurring terms only. The basic idea is to mine the associations among terms, and 
then capture all these information in a graph. They use text classification to illustrate the potential application of the new model. To that 
end, design two novel similarity functions. One is based on Google‟s page-rank style algorithm [3] to discover the weights of each term. 
The other is based on the distances of all pairs of terms.  

In Term Based document is unity and used to identify content of text. In Term based method each term in document is associated 
with value known as weight. This is used to measure importance of term. That is, terms contribution in document. Word having semantic 
meaning is known as term and collection of such terms contributes meaning to documents. Mostly term based methods suffer from the 

problems of polysemy and synonmy. Polysemy means a word has multiple meanings. Same as Multiple words having the same meaning is 
known as synonmy. Information retrieval provided many term-based methods like supervised and also the term weighting methods to solve 
this challenge. The evolution of term weights is based on distribution of term in document. The term frequency TF (t, d) is number of times 
term„t‟ occurs in document„d‟. The document frequency DF (t) is number of documents in which term„t‟ occurs at least once. The inverse 
document frequency IDF (t) can be calculated from document frequency. 

The inverse document frequency of term is low if it occurs in many documents and highest if term occurs only in one document. 
The value of W means weight of term of document„d‟ calculated by product as Wi=TF(ti,d)* IDF(ti). Using this mathematical model term 
based method analyse document to extract features by TFIDF feature selection approach. 

 

II. CONCEPT BASED TEXT MINING 
The concept based analysis algorithm describes the concepts in the documents. This represents the semantic structures of the 

sentence and it is processed sequentially. Each concept in the present document is matched with other related concepts and also compared 
with previously processed documents concepts. 

Most of text mining techniques are based on word and 
/or phrase analysis of text. It is important to find term that contributes more semantic meaning to document this concept is known as 
concept based method. Only the importance of term within document is captured in statistical analysis of term based method. Only the 
importance of term within document is captured in statistical analysis of term based method. In concept based method the term which 
contributes to sentence semantic is analysed with respect to its importance at sentence and also document levels. The model is used to 

analyze term at sentence and document level by efficiently finding significant matching term rather than single term analysis. Conceptual 
term frequency to analyse each concept at sentence level is proposed. The „ctf‟ is number of occurrences of concept c of sentence„s‟ and „tf‟ 
is term frequency to analyse each concept at document level. There are number of occurrences of concept „C‟ in original document. The 
concept based term analyser algorithm describes how to calculate „tf‟ and „ctf‟ of matched concept in document. 
 The matched concepts list L algorithm starts with processing of new document has well defined sentence boundaries. The length 
of matched concepts and their verb argument stored concept based similarity calculation. For each sentence the concepts of the verb 
argument structures which represent the semantic structures of the sentence are processed sequentially. Each concept in the current 
document is processed sequentially. Each concept in the current document is matched with the other in the previously processed 
documents. To match the concept in previous documents is accomplished by keeping a concept list L that holds the entry for each of the 

previous documents that shares a concept with the current document. After the document is processed, L contains all the matching concepts 
between the current document and any previous document that shared at least one concept with the new document. After the document is 
processed, L contains all the matching concepts between the current document and any previous document that shares at least one concept 
with the new document. Finally, L is output as the list of document with the matching concepts and the needed information about them. The 
concept base analyser algorithm is capable of matching each concept in a new document (d) with all previously processed documents in 
O(m) time. Where m is the number of concepts in d.  The sum between the two values of tfweight i1 and ctfweight i1 presents an accurate 
measure of the contribution of each concept to the meaning of the sentences and to the topics mentioned in a document. The term weight i2 
is applied to the second document d2. 

In Concept based mining model context information which is essential in determining an accurate similarity between documents.  
A concept-based analysis is similarity between documents. A concept based similarity measure, based on matching concepts at the 
sentence, rather than on individual terms words only is devised. There are three critical aspects. First one is the analyzed labelled terms are 
the concepts that capture the semantic structure of each sentence. Secondly the frequency of a concept is used to measure the contribution 
of the concept to the meaning of the sentence as well as to the main topics of the document. Finally the number of documents that contains 
the analyzed concepts is used to discriminate among documents in calculating similarity. These aspects are measured by the proposed 
concept based similarity measure which measures the importance of each concept at the sentence level by the ctf measure, document level 
by the tf measure, and corpus level by the df measure. The concept based mining model system is a text mining application that uses the 

concept based similarity measure to determining the similarity between the documents. A raw text document is input to the proposed 
system by the user. Each document has well defined sentence boundaries. Each sentence in the document is labelled automatically based on 
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the prop Bank notations. After running the semantic role labeller, each sentence in the document might have one or more labelled verb 
argument structures.  

 

III. SENTENCE BASED TEXT MINING 
           The sentence based concept analysis is to analyze each concept at the sentence level. The concept based frequency measure called 
the conceptual term frequency (ctf) is proposed. The ctf is proposed concept c in sentence s and document d are as follows: calculating ctf 

of concept c in sentence s: the ctf is the number of occurrences of concept c in verb argument structures of sentence s. The concept c which 
frequently appears in different verb argument structures of the same sentence s will have a larger contribution to make to the meaning of S. 
Thus the ctf measure is a local measure on the sentence level. Calculating ctf on concept c in Document d: A concept can have many ctf 
values in different sentences in the same document d. The ctf value of concept C in document d is calculated by, 

∑     

  

   

 

Ctf = ------------------------ 
sn 

           Where sn is the total number of sentences that contain concept c in document d. The average of the ctf values of concept c 
in its sentences of document d measures the overall importance of its sentences in document d. A concept that has ctf values in most of the 
sentences in a document has a major contribution to the meaning of its sentences that leads to discover the topics of the document. The 

calculating the average of the ctf values measures the overall importance of each concept of the semantics of the document through its 
sentences. The number of generated verb argument structures is entirely dependent on the amount of information in the sentence. The 
sentence that has many labelled verb argument structures includes many verbs associated with their arguments. The labelled verb argument 
structures, the output of the role labelling task, are captured and analyzed by the concept based mining model on the sentence and labelled 
terms are considered concepts. One term can be an argument to more than one verb in the same sentence. It means this term can have more 
than one semantic role in the same sentence and hence it contributes more to the meaning of the sentence. 
 

IV. DOCUMENT BASED TEXT MINING 
Document based concept analysis is used to analyze the concept at the document level. The concept based term frequency tf, the 

number of the occurrences of a concept c in the original document is calculated. The tf is a local measure on the document level.  Use 

feature-vector to represent documents, that is, take one document as a set of Term Sequences, including term t and term weight w. Then the 
document will be made up of the pairs of <t,w>. t1,t2, t3….  tn  represents the features that is expressed the document content. And also treat 
them as an N-dimension coordinate. W1,W2,W3…Wn represent the value relevant to coordinate. So every document(d) is mapped to the 
target space as a feature-vector V(d)=(t1,w1,t2,w2,t3,w3….tn,wn). The most important of data pre-processing is to deal with the data 
resource and also build up the feature vectors. Also use the weight as the criterion of feature selection. The values of the vector elements wi  

for a document d are calculated as a combination of statistics TF(t,d) and DF(t). The term frequency TF(t,d) is the number of times word t 
occurs in document d. The document frequency DF(t) refers to the number of document in which the word t occurs at least once.  The 
inverse document frequency IDF(t) can be calculated from the document frequency. 

Log(||)/DFtDIDFt|D|   
|D| is the whole number of documents. The document frequency of inverse of a word is low if it occurs in many documents and is 

highest if the word occurs in only one. The values wi of features ti for document d is then calculated as the product (,)  ( )(2) iii  W=TF 
td.IDF t Wi is called the weight of the word ti in document d. The heuristically says the word weighting a word t i is an important indexing 
term for document d if it occurs in frequently in it. A word which occurs in many documents is rated less important indexing terms due to 
their low inverse document frequency. And also used to find the above IDF servers as an adjusting function to modulate the te rm 
frequency. 
 

V. VECTOR SPACE MODEL 
 The Basic idea of vector space model is representing the document in computer understandable form. Bag of word model is one 

of forms to represent the document. In space Model, any text document is represented as vectors or dimensions. Each dimension of space is 
to represent as a single feature of the vector and the weight is calculated by various weighting schemes. The document can be represent as d 
= (t1,w1;t2,w2….tn,wn) which ti is  a terms wi is the weight of the ti in the document d. Reflect the importance of the term in a document use 
term weighting. There is a different term weighting methods proposed in the TC study. Four term weighting approaches which are proved 
to be prominent in TC, Term Frequency (TF). Each and every term is assumed to have a value proportional to the number of times it occurs 
in a document. 
W(d,t)=TF(d,t) 
Term Frequency  

Inverse Document Frequency TF and IDF to weight the terms and the performance with reference accuracy that IDF and TF 

separately. 
W(d,t)=Tf(d,t).IDF(t) N documents, if n document contains the term t, IDF 

 IDF(t)=log(
 

 
) 

Term Frequency-CHI Square 
  It is a typical representation which combines TF factor with one feature selection metric i.e CHI-Square. 
Term Frequency-Relevance Frequency (TF-RF) 
The best term weighting approach for TC documents. Hence this method is considered mostly defined the document representation. 

 TF.RF(t)=TF*log(2+
 

         
)  

Where a is the number of documents which contain the positive category term, c is the number of documents which contains negative 
category term. 
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VI. A TOPIC BASED DOCUMENT RELEVANCE MODEL 
 Pattern Enhanced Topic Model (PETM) is used. PETM determine document relevance based on topics distribution and maximum 
matched patterns. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is one of the most admired probabilistic text modeling techniques. It is used to 
discover the hidden topics in collections of documents with the appearing words. PETM pattern mining is used to find the semantically 
meaningful and efficient patterns to represent topics and documents are implemented in two steps. 
 Firstly, construct a new transactional dataset from the LDA outcomes of the document collection. 

 Secondly, generate pattern based representation from the transactional dataset to represent user needs. 

 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
 In order to compare the results of all possible combinations of term weighting methods with classifiers, and computed the 

precision and recall. F1 measure Precision is the proportion of examples labeled positive by the system that were truly posit ive and recall is 
the proportion of truly positive. Reuters Data set is one of the famous dataset. Reuters is a new version of the dataset collection. In this 
process used the 12,902 stories that had been classified in to 118 categories. The stories average about 200 words in length.  The ModApte 
split in which 75% of the stories are used to build classifiers and the remaining 25% to test the accuracy of the resulting models in 
reproducing the manual category assignments. The stories are split temporally the training items all occur before the test it ems. As already 
mentioned, all classifiers output a graded measure of category membership, so different thresholds can be set to favour precision or recall 
depending on the application- for Reuters optimized the average of precision and recall. All model parameters and thresholds are set to 
optimize performance on a validation set and are not modified during testing. For Reuters, the training set contains 9603 stories and the test 

set 3299 stories. In order to decide which models to use they performed initial experiments on a subset of the training data, subdivided into 
7147 training stories and 2456 validation stories for this purpose. They used to set the number of features (k), decision thresholds and 
document representations to use for the final runs. Estimated parameters for these chosen models using the full 9603 training stories and 
evaluated performance on the 3299 test items.  They optimize performance by tuning parameters to achieve optimal performance in the test 
set. 
 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
Term weighting plays an important role to get high performance in text classification. The traditional tf-idf algorithm is a popular 

method for document representation and feature selection. Here, compared different term weighting scheme, makes use of a kind of 
information ratio to judge a term‟s contribution for category along with class information. This used to analyse the term weight based 

methods to analyse which is related to text classification method as well as text document methods. TF-Relevance Factor performs better 
for all categories.  
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